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Seattle. Check all cars before purchasing or driving. Tips, comments welcomed. Joe Spitz,
Seattle. Traction Control System TCS for front wheel drive L models: includes 4 wheel anti-lock
disc brakes and cruise control. Power glass sunroof- tilt up or slide back, with retractable cover
and pop-up wind deflector. MISC: remote fuel door release, overhead dome light, remote trunk
release sedan only , cup holders 2 , coin tray, center console, cargo area or trunk area light,.
Fold down rear seats in the sedan. Lockable for security. Wagon rear seats have always folded
flat. S na on sedan model. S Outback has upgraded woven cloth. Leather: seating surfaces,
steering wheel, shift and parking lever. Legacy cloth interior. Legacy Brighton cloth interior.
Legacy L cloth interior. Legacy LS velour cloth interior. Legacy LSi leather interior. Mica Ruby,
taupe interior. Blue Iris Metallic light blue , gray interior. Taupe Metallic, taupe interior. Quick
Silver Metallic, gray interior. Glacier White, taupe interior. Spruce Pear,l gray interior. Deep
Sapphire Pearl, gray interior. Wintergreen Metallic, gray interior. S no hill holder. S with hill
holder. Standard equipement Power windows, locks and mirrors exc. With Optional ABS rear
disc. S optional alloy wheels. S sedan only, na on wagon. S power antenna. CD- single in-dash
or 6 disc changer under front pass. Dual illuminated viror mirrors, overhead spotlight, door
pubble lights. L, Brighton wagon - GT sedan - There is no longer a front wheel drive model. LS
model discontinued. LSi model in very short supply and was discontinued very early in the
model year I think it was around November Again, for Outback info please go to my Outback
page. Engines: 2. Opening the driver's door no longer unlocks all the doors. Standard
equipment Legacy All wheel drive with anti-lock brakes exc. S sport style. Dual illuminated visor
mirrors, overhead spotlight, door puddle lights. Black Granite Pearl rich black with warn bown
cinnamon undertones. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Hi,
I finally found the VW bettle. I'm very happy with the whole process. I am very happy with Keith
and how easy he made the purchase of my truck. We were able to complete almost all
paperwork electronically, which had all the haggle completed before I picked up the truck. I
noticed an an oil leak after a couple days and reached out to Keith. He scheduled me with the
mechanic right a way. Overall Very Happy with my purchasing experience with Cool Rides. Not
a fan. Great job getting back with me. Sorry I could make it from Denver, but keep in touch ,
looking forward to looking again at the cars from your lot. Thank you. The staff was nice and
friendly. You will never get a used car that is sound I new this buying this one over priced
bucket of bolts that will cost me thousands of dollars more to be driveable. I called ahead of
time to notify I was coming, car was super clean. Test drove the vehicle and it was Superb!
Really awesome price, great salesmen and great price. Dealer notified in advance for the
purchase upon arrival car would not start due to dead battery. Dealer replaced the battery. I
purschased the bmw,vehicle was as described and the people were very nice and friendly. They
were amazing extremely helpful and very friendly. Class acts. Will def be back to get another
car. This place is great. Staff is very helpful and informative. Transactions were easy and very
successful. Fair, easy and quick process. Moe was very helpful throughout the process. I would
definitely recommend this place for used car purchases. Sales rep was nice and friendly. He
was not pushy and was respectful. The car was not a Prius 4 as advertised and the dealer would
not come down in price. Since it didn't have the options I expected I did not purchase it. The car
was clean and ready for a test drive. The dealer was up front and helpful though we did not
choose his car. Even though they could not get me financed, they pointed me in the right
direction of somebody that could. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles
available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history
for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars
and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and
securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and
filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and
deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi
50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Subaru Legacy listings in your area Search
Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus
User. Image Not Available. Private Seller: Austin. CarGurus Pay. Request Information.
Authorized Subaru Dealer. We like Subarus and all wheel drive. Time will tell if it is a good value.
We have a problem with one of the features, that if it cost too much to fix, then we will do
without it. Nothing compares to a Subaru in my opinion. All the amazing features of the
expensive luxury cars with the sick power of the 3. A beautiful car, rides nice, very good fit and
finish. Has all the bells and whistles except for remote start. I can live without that. I highly
recommend Subaru to anyone. Why Use CarGurus? Hello everyone. I am interested in
upgrading my exhaust, but I absolutely cannot find an aftermarket system for sale? So I am

considering just having one built custom. I have been looking at the limited selection of headers
available for the car and am only finding Borla. I also found a header and uppipe combo that is
for the Impreza 2. Would this fit my car and has anyone ever heard of this company and are
there products any good? Form looking under the car it looks like and correct me if I'm wrong I
will need a header, uppipe, and cat back? Any advice will be much appreciated because i have
no idea where to start. A header for any 2. You will need header, high flow cat, and then cat
back. I have a Greddy system on my RS and like it. I would think someone would make one for a
Legacy. And you should be MUCH more concerned with head gaskets than with the exhaust.
Trust me on this one. If they haven't been done then you are looking at doing them or having
them done real soon. Excelent - so what are you looking for in an exhaust then? There isn't any
real performance to be gained being it's a non-turbo I have to disagree with you on this GD. I
saw a very noticeable difference with my headers and cat back on my RS. It's much quicker
than a stock RS. Personally I put straight pipes on My 96 Legacy and I love it Inexpensive and
honestly I swear I can feel a little more pick up However You could always go out and buy an
STI Interesting - I wouldn't have though the stock system to be so restrictive on the newer cars.
I suppose it ties in with the emissions and noise requirements. I am looking for a different
sound. I want that deep Boxer growl Also I have these annoying heat shields on my stock
exhaust and every time I am low in gear or letting the clutch out in first all they do is rattle. You
actually would have a hard time getting rid of the lumpy boxer sound. It has to do with the
manifolds not having equal length headers and thus the exhaust pulses are leaving the tail-pipe
in a non-uniform pattern. Thus the wacky sound they make. It's not a problem on the non-turbo
engines but actually does reduce performance by a slight percentage on the turbo's as the
exhaust turbine doesn't receive evenly spaced pressure waves and thus doesn't spin up as fast.
Okay, my 94 Legacy had a later EJ22 from 98 subaru, so it had the single port exhaust heads. I
had a Borla header, stock cats from a 97 legacy, 2" catback and a magnaflow flow through
muffler. The horsepower peak was around rpm and the torque pear was around rpm. The down
side to my exhaust was that it was loud. Since my legacy was a wagon, the noise did echo quite
a bit, in the passenger compartment. One thing you should do is go on to nasioc But watch out,
there is a lot of BS on nasioc too. What you need to do is buy a set of replica borla unequal
length headers. I would have went this route but I elected to have an 04 STi catback but on just
so mine would be quieter. Where do you buy the replica borla unequal length headers? That
sounds really good. That is the sound that I'm going for What kind of exhaust system are you
using? Did you have to modify the catback in any way for it to fit? When I had mine put on, I had
to have it lengthened so it would mate up with all the exhaust hangers and have the factory
look. Of course I went with it cause it was given to me and I hated the aftermarket fart can
exhaust that was on it when I bought the car. I've got a '97 Legacy OBW. I put on the Borla
headers and the Stromung single cat pipe. I've got the Stromung center pipe on order, and then
I need to decide what to do about a muffler. I've had the headers and cat pipe for about 5 years
and haven't had any prroblems. Nice sound and a little bit more top end without a loss at the
bottom. You need to be a member in order to leave a comment. Sign up for a new account in our
community. It's easy! Already have an account? Sign in here. Exhaust for my '97 Legacy GT??
Recommended Posts. Posted May 27, Share this post Link to post Share on other sites. Posted
May 28, edited. GD Edited May 28, by Qman. Posted May 28, I have already replaced the head
gaskets my friend Posted May 29, Posted May 30, edited. Posted May 30, I am using factory
headers with an STi catback on my RS. Posted May 31, Posted June 2, Create an account or
sign in to comment You need to be a member in order to leave a comment Create an account
Sign up for a new account in our community. Register a new account. Sign in Already have an
account? Sign In Now. Sign In Sign Up. Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History.
Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. Bold and beautiful, this Subaru Legacy Sedan
turns even the most discerning heads. Only 89k miles. Beautiful Quicksilver Metallic exterior
with Slate-Gray interior. Only , Miles! Speak with one of our customer friendly Sales
professionals for more details. Warranty coverage like this can only be found at Dan Perkins
Subaru of Milford! Visit us at There is a difference between our pre-owned vehicles and the
typical used car lots vehicle. Our cars are hand picked inspected by skilled technicians and
professionally detailed! To view more photos of this vehicle visit us at: You will find yourself at
ease knowing that this previous, and only owner took meticulous care of this beauty. We know
the importance of a powerful engine for those tough jobs. You put in enough hours throughout
the week, so why not have a car that does the same? The sport wheels and road hugging
suspension make handling those curves a breeze. Compare and see for yourself. This car has
undergone a painstakingly thorough inspection ensuring it exceeds mechanical standards. We
know you want a vehicle that looks good. This car has been well maintained and is flawless.
One way to judge how well a car has been cared for and that is how clean the interior is. This

one is nothing less than impeccable. We also provide a free CARFAX report on this and every
car we sell assuring you of complete satisfaction when buying a car from us. According to their
latest, this car is a one-owner vehicle. For added security, an extended warranty is available.
Ask a sales associate for details. Not a single dent or scratch! Runs great and drives like new.
Well maintained. Perfect recreational vehicle. Hard-to-find model! Perfect family vehicle. Perfect
first car! Odometer is miles below market average! Here at Swickard Honda we want to save you
time and money. To ensure we do both, we price our cars very competitively. Because of this
commitment to you, our cars sell very quickly. Please call or email us today to ensure
availability. GT trim. This comes not only in the form of car loans and leasing service for drivers
from Redding, Chico, Red Bluff and Shasta Lake, but a tenacious spirit dedicated to getting the
flexible terms you deserve. Please feel free to explore our entire site and see all of the products,
services, and pre-buy car research we have to offer. Please confirm the accuracy of the
included equipment by calling us prior to purchase. Description: Used Subaru Legacy 2. White
Subaru Legacy 2. Recent Arrival! Come to deweygriffinsubaru. View our entire inventory at Call
us today! COM We look forward to hearing from you! Advertised prices reflects Dealer
Discounts. Please confirm with dealer as to prior acquisition. All prices, specifications and
availability subject to change without notice. Visit dealer for most current information. Due to
the high demand for our individually selected vehicle inventory, there may be times that an
individual vehicle is no longer available at the time you arrive at the Dealership. This is due to a
time delay between posting the vehicle, its actual sale and delivery and removal from the web
site. Posting, sale and delivery of all pre-owned vehicles is an evolving process. Sometimes
displayed vehicles may still not be available for a variety of reasons, such as subject to prior
sales, removal and transport elsewhere, awaiting title and ownership confirmation. To better
insure the specific vehicle's availability, you should contact the Dealership to confirm its
present availability. Call or visit with us to see what you qualify for. Take a look at this super
clean Subaru Legacy sedan! Come on down to our dealership today to test drive and make an
offer on your next vehicle. We are family owned and operated for over 25 years with multiple
locations across Colorado. Let's help you with your next vehicle purchase. Vehicle is at our
Lakewood Location Visit us on the web at Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save
Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius.
Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Type
Sedan 1, Station Wagon 7. Trim 2. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic 1, Manual
Engine Type Gas 1, Drivetrain All Wheel Drive 1, Cylinders 4 cylinders 1, 6 cylinders Fuel
Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Listings with recent price drops. Recently added listings. No
accidents. Title issue. Close Linton Motorsport Inc. Not provided. New Listing. Price Drop.
Showing 1 - 18 out of 1, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. Understand this isn't a Mercedes,
although this car doesn't offer much in respect to the interior the reliability is outstanding for a
four cylinder car. When I purchased my 2. It now has , miles on it and is running no different
then when I bought it. From the coast of California to the coast of north Carolina, this car has
only needed an oil change here and there! Weather you be a first time car buyer or someone
who wants a reliable car to keep miles off there nice car, you can not go wrong with this car. I
will say the acceleration is terrible, I know some people have complaints about the head gasket
blowing but I have the feeling its because they tried to drive the car to hard. But as long as you
keep the timing belt changed and drive sensibly this car will take great care of you. Other notes:
I have a lb dog she fits fine in there, the seats lay down giving me plenty of storage room; in fact
because I travel so much I usually get a memory foam mattress topper and it makes a perfect
bed for me and her im 6'1. This car also eats oil so just be sure you check the oil every miles or
so. Another thing I noticed when I was in the desert it was sitting statio
1967 cougar xr7
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nary for about 5 minutes and started to over heat I turned it off to let it cool and it was all good.
Far as the steering goes its defiantly a longer car; ever since ive owned the car if I make a sharp
turn at low speeds it shakes and vibrates a lot The seats padding somewhat wears out on the
outside and you can feel the wire frame after a while of getting in and out of the car im not over
weight at all im in great shape The tailgate light also miss reads if the rear door is open or not
over time, again nothing major but it can by irritating. Far as clean up goes I have a long hair
dog and the carpet doesn't trap hair, its actually really easy to clean up. Also if you change
elevation quickly such as going through the rocky mnts the oxygen sensor will go off causing
the check engine light to come on, just have it cleared after you get back to a more steady
elevation. Remember to keep the tire pressure even! Something else Im not fond of is the cup
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